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About This Game

Splice is an experimental and artistic puzzler. Immerse yourself in its microbial world and start splicing! Every level ("strand")
consists of a number of cells that you will need to rearrange into a target structure in several moves ("splices"). Exploration and

experimentation are key in determining how the curious little cells react to each other. Predict the sequence of splices you'll
have to make in order to successfully arrange each strand. Re-sequence, mutate, and splice your way through this unique puzzle
experience, and you'll exercise your ability to visualize sequential series of shapes over time. Solve your way to the final strands

and you'll be left with a heady sense of mental accomplishment!

Splice is the fourth title out of Cipher Prime Studios, and was the Best Puzzle Game winner of the 2011 Intel Level Up contest.

Key Features:

75+ Puzzles: The main sequences introduce the player to the game's basic mechanics and the epilogue sequences
challenge the player's mastery of the game.
Angelic Solutions: Every level is solved in a few moves. Challenge yourself and find the angelic solutions of puzzles by
completing puzzles in fewer splices than you're given. Novice players can still progress through the game by using all
splices.
Unique Geometry: Explore the structure of a binary tree in radial space.
Absorbing Soundscape: Put your headphones on and lose yourself in Splice's hauntingly beautiful and Glass-ian piano
music.
Compelling Colors: Massage your retinas with the soothing visual effects and ambience of this primordial puzzle
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Title: Splice
Genre: Indie, Casual
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Cipher Prime Studios
Publisher:
Cipher Prime Studios
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A very fun and beautiful puzzle game with a very distinct style and amazin music. Guaranteed many hours of fun with lots of
puzzles devided into chapters and epilogues.. The game is brilliant, not only does it have an amazing soundtrack but simple yet
wonderful gameplay. Puzzles are rather straight forward though they do require a bit of thinking to actually complete
successfully. It also Has 1 Graphics setting which is labeled as sexy, I found that amusing.. Smart concept, stimulating game
design. Once you learn the ropes by trial and error you actually have to put your thinking cap on.. An engaging puzzle game in
which the puzzles consist of performing operations on binary trees to reach a desired formation. Function nodes can either
create, delete, or clone children, and branches can be rearranged at will (spliced). The number of splices allowed on a tree
represents the limitation in the puzzle. The initial puzzle groups are quite simple, but challenging puzzles emerge near the end of
the game. The interface is minimalistic, but functional and visually appealing, and the soundscape is nice as well.

For Linux users
Steam Achievements and Steam Cloud are not implemented. The game runs through Wine, so you can attain achievements that
way if you are so inclined.. Great puzzle game. Good music and graphics.. Very cool original puzzle. Cool graphics, relaxing
soundtrack, great UI design.. Mechanics of the game is confusing at first but you get the hang of it...weird music...the rewind
sound effect will now always be ingraned in my head *shudder*. Just because you liked the demo doesn't mean you'll like the
game... Not really that great, although the style is kinda nice.
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Splice is, simply put, a well-done puzzler. It has challenging puzzles in a beautiful environment. The controls are simple while
the puzzles themselves can be fairly complex. Made by the same people who brought us Auditorium, which is an equally
pleasent experience. If you like good puzzle games, you owe it to yourself to give this one a try.. Sublime puzzle game with a
simple soundtrack. Intensely difficult epilogue.. Splice is, simply put, a well-done puzzler. It has challenging puzzles in a
beautiful environment. The controls are simple while the puzzles themselves can be fairly complex. Made by the same people
who brought us Auditorium, which is an equally pleasent experience. If you like good puzzle games, you owe it to yourself to
give this one a try.. Fantastic soundtrack. Gameplay can be difficult to learn but once mastered each puzzle offers some
sacticfation when completed.. Starts off hilariously, solve-it-on-accident easy, but later becomes a huge pain with poorly
explained mechanics and lots of weird, inconsistent-seeming rules. Making a good puzzle game takes a bit of genius... Splice
does not have it.. Splice is a pretty interesting puzzle game, in which you modify several strains of cells in order to solve the
puzzle by forming the target strain. It has a very relaxing soundtrack, and the puzzles themselves are quite challenging; in some
cases, they may be a little frustrating even. There were times I found the solution by pure luck, and other times in which I stared
at it for minutes without knowing how to solve it.

It's still a good game, in my opinion, so I can recommend it.. very clean looking puzzler. love the artstyle and challenging
puzzles. A fun puzzle game backed with great, relaxing music.. A relaxing puzzle game, takes a bit to get your head around, and
then it's just simple fun getting the right parts in the right place. Picked it up during the Humble Bundle sale, finally got around
to enjoying it. Worth a few bob for the chill-out session.
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